
L e f t  R i g h t  B r i d a l  S h o w e r  G a m e
The Search is Over

On the day that (bride’s name) and (groom’s name) met, it was just like any other day. He
turned RIGHT to the library and she went LEFT to head to her class. 

It wasn’t until two weeks had passed that they met again. Just like a rom-com, they walked
RIGHT into each other and her books fell RIGHT to the ground. He helped her pick them up
and then offered to help her get to the RIGHT destination. (Bride’s name) agreed and they
started jogging RIGHT away, as there was only five minutes LEFT before her class started. 

The next day, they saw each other again! She thought to herself, “This isn’t a coincidence
anymore, RIGHT?” RIGHT then and there, she asked for his number, and he LEFT it on a piece
of paper. She felt butterflies RIGHT in her stomach, and everything felt RIGHT. 

After two years of dating and then graduating, they moved in with each other because they
felt that the timing was RIGHT. However, because of his job, (groom’s name) always LEFT
early. He also often LEFT for business trips that would last up to a week. As much as (bride’s
name) tried not to feel LEFT out, it was difficult. However, he was good at reassuring her the
RIGHT way, and that was how she knew RIGHT then that he is Mr. RIGHT. 

One day, Mr. RIGHT started acting suspiciously. He would always come home late and go
RIGHT to their room to hide something. Her suspicions were proven RIGHT when one night,
Mr. RIGHT went down on his LEFT knee, holding a ring with his RIGHT hand, and said, “Will
you be my Mrs. RIGHT for the rest of our lives?” She cried RIGHT then and there, nodding
profusely, and applause came RIGHT and LEFT. 

Mr. and Mrs. RIGHT were not good at planning, so they LEFT the job to the RIGHT person:
(MOH’s name), her maid of honor. She knew how to do everything RIGHT, and a few days
before the wedding, all that’s LEFT to do is to write the RIGHT words to say for their vows. 

Walking RIGHT down the aisle, (bride’s name) can only think, “Everything feels RIGHT.” This
is exactly how she imagined her wedding to go, down to the RIGHT flowers, RIGHT
decorations, RIGHT cake, and RIGHT music. The ceremony ended RIGHT at sunset, and
together, they LEFT the venue and walked RIGHT to the wedding getaway car. They wanted
to start their life as a married couple RIGHT away!


